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About This Game

Surgeon Simulator is bringing the ER to VR! The most critically acclaimed and infamous surgery simulation game as you have
never seen it before! Built for Vive and featuring all of the surgeries and twisted humour of the original favourite plus a few

new surprises…

Surgeon Simulator: Experience Reality transports you into some of the most unlikely and possibly unsanitary surgeries possible.
Bob’s life is in your hands in this darkly humorous VR game, taking you closer to bloody surgery than you possibly ever wanted

to go! From the operating theatre, to the back of an ambulance, to outer space, your patient’s welfare will be in your virtual
hands.

In addition to the original surgeries we’ve added exclusive new features for you to play with in VR. How about brain surgery in
the dark? What about a hand-held camera to admire your surgical efforts from any angle? New achievements? It’s all in Surgeon

Simulator: ER!

Whatever you do, don’t press that button in space!
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coming from playing the original Surgeon sim before it was even on steam and then a little on steam, the vr version is hands
done an amazing accomplish the the series, being vr you have so much more controll over it all and feel more in depth to it, i
really hope they keep up the work and maybe make some more

only con ive seen was how to hit the menu buttons, if your hands are moving in front of you it touches and opens up missions,
but thats all ive seen bad.
. If your playing this game make sure you use just your thumb and index finger to pick things up! I was super frustrated at first
trying to pick things up. But once you get that down it's loads of fun. Kinda creepy but loads of fun.. I would not recommend
this game for the price it is.
The mechanics are clunky as hell with your hands turning see-through as soon as you slightly touch a solid surface and things
being a real pain in the♥♥♥♥♥♥to pick up. But I could easily ignore all that if it wasn't for the unbearably terrible
performance. I have a damn gtx 1080 in this PC and getting almost consistently 30 fps on medium settings.. I've been in this
game for hours and have really enjoyed the game overall. It has pretty bad controls and is incredibly difficult to grab and use
things. BUT that gives the game a unique sort of challenge. Like this is far from an accurate simulator, which I think is what
makes it fun, the tools used are absurd which is hilarious. I like the variety of transplants as well as the locations that you
perform the surgeries - Including space!

It reminds me of that board game 'Operation'.

The price is a little hefty, the graphics are nice. It sucks when you drop an item/tool because it's almost impossible to pick it up
off the floor. Frustrating but also fun! I like being a hopeless surgeon poking eyes out, smashing rib cages, throwing lungs away,
breaking teeth with the biggest hammer possible. Funny stuff!

I did a Let's Play on the game, see if it interests you!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JXG1Y4skKnY

. What can I say, It's just surgeon simulator but now you pay double for vr. It's overall kinda meh, the hand interactions are
wierd, and the game is very short. It wouldn't even load for me. I was extremely excited to play this, and I played the demo
initially, until I was saddened to see that it never loaded, and I had to get a refund. My computer is pretty up to date in hardware,
so I find it hard to believe there was any reason it wouldn't have played on my end. I even disabled my firewall in case it was
seen as a virus or something.. So first thing I'm gonna say, 19.99€ is too much for what you get in my opinion.

The graphics are great, there are a lot of levels to play, which is good.
Now the bad things.

This game requires a lot of finesse, which you do not get because of the big hands/fingers. You also can't use the hands very
much because they disable when you reach in the body.

The people you do the operation on die way too easy. It may be a good thing that you have to do the operation good, but you
can't because of the problem I stated above.

Now for the last thing, the equipment doesn't turn off once you turn it on, for example the drill, it sound way too annoying and
can't turn off.
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I wouldn't get it in this state, it's overpriced.. Far easier than the flatscreen variety. Surgery is a doddle, any fool could do it.
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If you want the full experience from the original, do not buy this game. It is pretty buggy (especially on the teeth levels!) and it
is currently impossible to pick up teeth in the ambulance.. Played a little less than an hour of it. Didn't really enjoy it as much as
I thought.. Through rigorous trial and error, with human experimentation, I can come to some reasonable conclusions in this
game:

1. A clock radio is not a surgical instrument to be used for brain surgery.
2. A clock radio is not a surgical instrument to be used in dental work.
3. A clock radio is not aerodynamic, and is not suitable for surgery in a zero gravity enviornment.
4. Marbles are a reasonable subsitute for eyes
5. The heartrate monitor in an ambulance is not a surgical instrument, despite it being used in the medical field
6. Brain surgery is best performed in complete darkness
7. A clock radio IS a surgical instrument in performing a heart transplant.
8. There are no repercussions for dropping teeth down a paitents throat.

. Medical Malpractice Simulator SSER is a great game I'd recommend for anyone with a vr headset, as long as it's on sale. If you
do a lot of demos then the full price may be worth it. Lots of fun, I love that it's not just a simple port--there are a number of
changes that make it much better suited for vr. Don't listen to the people complaining about controls being hard. Have you
played the original??? imo this version is much easier and I haven't had an issue I didn't expect (ie, aside from the difficulty the
devs want you to face).

Update: this is by far the most entertaining game for demos I've found so far. For the dozen or so people I've had try it, this has
resulted in the most laughs. Despite being vr noobs, they still got the controls down quick and enjoyed the experience.. One of
the best VR games. Classic.. Fun game just my sound isn't working on it for some reason if you know why that would help.. I
finished the game in under an hour and a half. The only replay value is that for your friends. Fun when you play it the first time,
but it gets boring fast. It's a very entertaining game. It won't take long to complete, but should be a fun way to show off the Vive
to friends and family. Good performance on my system (i7 3770k @ 4.4GHz, GTX 1070, 16GB RAM @ 2.2GHz) at lowest
settings. Bumping up the graphics definitely causes an issue, but the game looks good at lowest settings.. It works well for me.
But I had my lighthouses for vive properly set up. There are still some hand errors but its pretty good playable.
I can definetly recommend it
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